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Editorial 
This month’s feature article, the first of three on the subject, has an 
American theme but the layout concerned is located in the town of 
Thirsk in Yorkshire in the UK. There is also a strong Durban connection 
for reasons which will become evident. The background to the story of 
the layout brings back some happy memories of the model railroading 
hobby in the Durban area in the nineteen eighties and nineties and 
Durban Modular Railroaders in particular. I am grateful to Rob Shirley for 
drafting the articles. Part 1 covers the background and construction of 
the layout. 
Cardigan Junction – Part 1 
Cardigan Junction is a freelance imaginary railroad, which is influenced 
from my 1980’s association with the Durban Modular Railroaders (DMR). 
It is a short line which runs East to West, West to East, starting at 
Westville staging and running through to Durban marshalling yards and 
a short spur to the harbour. It originally started off as Soo Line, but has 
expanded to include Wisconsin Central and Duluth, Missabe & Iron 
Range. 
It all began in 1981 when a visit to Regwoods and a chat with Carl 
Pieters, led to an invite to an operating session at Sheldon McGlone’s 
home layout. Up to this point I was a British outline GWR enthusiast. 
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However little did I know how blown away I would be by what was in 
store. Ian Sutherland and I were detailed to operate a small industrial 
siding and it was the smooth running of the Atlas diesels that got me, 
hook line and sinker. Good bye British GWR, hello North American HO. 
This “crash course” introduction was to lead on to more involvement, I 
use the words “crash” as we did indeed manage to run out onto the main 
line in front of a passing freight, derailing both the freight and switcher 
and shorting out the entire system, only to receive a thunderous 
reprimand from the Fat Controller, Johnny Everett, affectionately known 
as the “Fuhrer”. Thinking that I had blown my chances straight away, I 
was pleasantly surprised to be invited again and to also learn about the 
Durban Modular Railroaders. 
Becoming involved with DMR I was to meet with David Cairns, Derek 
Spavins, Alastair Ratcliffe, and many others, who all encouraged me to 
become one of the gang. We also meet up with Alick Horne, and the 
subsequent ill fated club layout at Hunter Street. Here I meet up with 
Robin Millar, Tony Eves and many more. It was while we were building 
this club layout that an Indian chap, sorry can’t remember his name, 
brought a suitcase full of Atlas diesel loco’s, and after the initial rush 
when all the Union Pacific, Santa Fe and Cotton Belt loco’s were 
snapped up that I managed a look in. The first box I looked in was a Soo 
Line FP7. I was immediately so taken with the white body and red nose 
that I bought the three that were available. I must admit that I did at first 
think of the Red Indian Soux. This then led on to me modelling the Soo 
Line and becoming known as Mr Soo. 
“How do you do, my name is Sue” (Jonny Cash). 
At first my involvement with DMR was working with Johnny on his 3 
modules, doing exhibitions in various locations, shopping malls, village 
halls, Sugar Association Exhibition Centre etc. and it was only several 
years later that I constructed 3 of my own. In my research of the Soo 
Line I joined the Soo Line historical and technical society and bought a 
book called “The little Jewel”. 
Reading through this book I found a place on the Soo Line called 
Cardigan Junction, and so the name came to my modules. After several 
years touring around with the DMR, it was decided to make a permanent 
home for them and we moved into a rondavel at David Cairns’s home in 
Kloof. This became a club layout with regular operating sessions on 
Sunday evenings. Robin Millar became our electrical engineer and he 
even built me a four cab controller all installed in a large green tool box. 
This became known as Megawatt Park. Each cab had enough power to 
instantly weld the wheels of a loco to the rails! Fortunately in line fuses 
and 12v car head lights prevented this from happening. 
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In 1991 my wife (Marie-Claire) and I decided to leave South Africa and 
move back to the UK. As there were quite tight exchange control 
regulations at the time, with a limit on the amount of money one was 
allowed to take out, but more relaxed on household goods, we decided 
to take our car and all furniture etc. I made a decision, which at the time 
seemed a good idea, to take my 3 modules with us. However sea 
container and nine years storage did them no favours, and in retrospect I 
should have left them at Kloof. 
Settling down in the UK was not easy and we moved around quite a bit 
before moving into my parents house in August 1998, and it was only in 
2000, after a visit to SA and catching up with old friends, that I decided 
to construct my home layout. We were fortunate our new home came 
with a rather large garage, which measured 12m x 6m and contained a 
small granny flat in the first third by the garden, with the rest as a garage 
and storage. I subsequently divided this part into two and had an area of 
6m x 4m for my model railroad layout. The walls were insulated as well 
as the ceiling and a heavy duty carpet put on the floor. Five 2.4m double 
tube fluorescent lights were fitted as well as three double wall sockets. 
Now I was ready to start. 
The first thing I did was to paint a hill and distant mountains backdrop all 
around the room. This started from module height of 1.175m and went 
right up to the ceiling. I then unpacked the three modules from SA and 
put them up along the 6m wall opposite the door. It was at this point I 
realised that the modules had suffered some damage in transit and I 
should have left them in Kloof. However I persevered and pressed on. 
I have always been a keen follower of David Burrows, Cat Mountain and 
Santa Fe and wanted to have a walk round linear layout with the 
engineers moving around with their train. Also David Burrows had a 
modular approach using high grade plywood for construction, so I found 
a local supplier of imported birch faced plywood in 2.4 x 1.2m (8x4) 
Sheets of 20mm and 12mm, thickness. He also cut the boards in half 
and then sliced the 20mm sheets into 90mm strips. These I used for the 
frames and the 12mm for the road bed and flat yard areas. I pressed on 
for the next 18 months or so and fell into the trap that many of us make 
of trying to cram too much into the available space. I had too many duck 
unders, hidden sidings and loops, crawling around underneath, narrow 
isles and 3 modules which were giving no end of trouble. The result was 
that I ran out of enthusiasm and everything ground to a halt for the next 
4 years. 
I was fortunate to find a small model railway group in Thirsk and two of 
the members were keen on North American outline, Adrian Walby and 
Richard Christon. They were the inspiration I needed to get back to my 
home layout. Also in 2004, Adrian and I became volunteers with a group 
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intent on re-opening a partially closed railway line, The Wensleydale 
Railway. When the line was reopened in 2004 several volunteers 
including Adrian and I were taken on as full time employees and as such 
we had to be able to do any all the duties, including driving, guard, 
signaller and general dogs body. We even got trained to drive big 
locomotives, BR classes 20, 37, 47 and DMU’s (Diesel Multiple Units). 
However that's another story, back to Cardigan Junction. 
I saw an inspirational article in the MR mag by Pelle Soeeborg and it 
gave me the basis for my current layout. Unfortunately it meant goodbye 
to my 3 SA modules, and a completely fresh start. Everything I had 
previously constructed was taken down and fortunately all track and 
turnouts were re-useable. As my benchwork was of a modular nature 
this was also used again with some slight modification here and there. 
The main town of Cardigan Junction was based on Pelle’s ‘Daneville’, 
and this was constructed first along the wall opposite the door where the 
3 modules had previously stood. 

 
Cardigan Junction left. Durban Docks/Westville Staging right. Rob 
(kneeling front). Dave Gray left and Adrian Walby right. 
This meant I could start running trains quite quickly while the rest of the 
layout was being built. This was both good and not so good as 
construction went quite slowly, especially as I was working entirely on 
my own at this point. When the first layout was built I constructed a lift up 
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section for the entrance doorway.  I particularly wanted to keep this and 
as it had tracks on two levels this led me to have this feature over the 
whole layout and resulted in going around the room 3 times before 
getting back to where it started. It therefore took another 2 years before 
baseboard and track work was complete. 
I had set out to run the layout as a DC block section system similar to 
what we had in SA, so I laid the track for various sections with a 
separate bus feed wire for each section with all wires coming back to a 
central control panel. Each block section had suitably spaced drop wires 
from track to bus at every second rail joint, and this ensured no voltage 
drop throughout the entire layout. I used 2 core automotive headlight 
cable for the bus wire with lighter wire for the drops. This worked very 
well to start off with, when all bus cables were connected together as 
one, several trains could chase each other around to whole layout 
without any voltage drops or slowdowns. But what about a control panel 
for 16 different block sections????????????? 
As I had brought Megawatt Park and my original control panel with me 
from SA, I thought something similar could be made for the new layout. 
However as I had 16 block sections with 4 cabs available, the control 
panel soon became a major wiring nightmare with so many rotary 
switches and umpteen push button switches for the turnouts that my 
enthusiasm soon waned. 
DCC came to the rescue! 
Adrian, Richard and another friend Robin Coulthard, who had started 
helping me with scenery work, were already using DCC on their own 
layouts and it was at one of their operating sessions that I realised that 
this was the route I needed to take. They had chosen NCE as their 
system and this is what I subsequently chose. 
However, Adrian and Robin were keen to get on with the scenery before 
I changed my mind on the track configuration, something I had done 
several times already. So I let them take the lead on this part of 
construction. Their favoured method was to use cardboard strips 
interwoven and hot glued together. I had recently had the lounge floor 
renovated with strips of engineered oak flooring and so the cardboard 
boxes that the flooring came in were put to go use. The cardboard was 
cut into 25mm strips and interwoven to produce the required terrain. 
Robin then used masking tape to completely cover the cardboard 
formations and adjacent trackwork before they were plastered over. I did 
most of the plastering using one coat wall plaster and kitchen paper 
towelling. This was a system we had previously used in SA. A fellow 
modeller, nicknamed slip slop Hargreaves, always said make the plaster 
like thick soup and slosh it on. This worked well although a bit messy at 
times.  
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Stage 1 of hardshell construction – cardboard strips glued together 

 
Stage 2 – covered with masking tape 
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Stage 3 – covered in plaster and light scenicking 

 
Stage 4 – heavier scenicking  - the addition of shrubs, ballast and 
groundcover 
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Lift up section down 

 
And up. Entrance to layout room at rear 
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Located above Durban Docks/Westville Staging, Ash Power 
provides an opportunity for a loads in empties out operation with 
Birkenshaw Coal 

 
The other side of the backdrop and the other end of the loads in 
empties out operation – Birkenshaw Coal 
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Another view of Cardigan Junction with a nicely weathered Atlas 
(Roco) FP7 shell in the foreground 

 
Westville Staging yard/Durban Docks  
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Mountain scene.  
Is that a DMR sticker I see on top of that Milwaukee Road boxcar? 
Wings Wheels and Whistles 
A reminder that the second National Garden Railway Exhibition will be 
held to coincide with the Wings Wheels and Whistles event in 
Pietermaritzburg during the first weekend in August. Carel Janse van 
Rensburg is bringing a ‘portable’ 45mm gauge layout from Centurion 
(not the one which was at George in December) and Umkhulu Modules 
with both 32mm and 45mm tracks will be present. In addition, visits to 
two garden railway layouts have been arranged for the preceding Friday 
afternoon i.e. the 2nd August. The layouts concerned are Murray Kyle’s in 
Cowieshill and my North Star layout. Please will anyone interested in 
participating in these visits contact me beforehand in order that I can 
give you directions and times. You can contact me on 
shares@iafrica.com or northstarrailway@gmail.com. My cell is 
0826535642. 
The end 
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